



A study 0阻co盟puteraided diagnosis syste醐 forchest CT images 
-Recogniiion of bronchUlsー
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Abstract This paper describ巴sa novel method for extracting bronchial regions企om3D chest CT images. 
Several groups have proposed methods for extracting bronchial regions by region growing algorithms目
However， these methods don't work well in the case that tumors divide the bronchial region into several parts目
We propose a method that can巴xtractth巴bronchialregion in such cases using local intensity structure analysis， 
CT value distribution and shape features. Firstヲ theproposed method ex仕actscylindrical 班ucturebased on 
analysis of Hessian matrix. Second， itextracts tube structure by a modified RRF to analyze CT value 
distribution and shape features. At last， itextracts the bronchial region by integrat也gregions extracted by 
Hessian matrix analysis and RRF. We applied the proposed method to four cases of 3D chest CT images and 









































































































Ixv = ~三二G(p，σ， H*f(p) 


















































































































た (T[=ー 700[H.U.]，N = 8ヲD=72)
(10m凹m 以上)T2 = 500[戸H.U.]， Lm阻1
TD = 100[%] 
(5mm以上) T2 = 300但U.]，Lmax = R[mm] ， T y = 1.0， 
TD = 100[%] 
(3mm以上) T 2 = 200[H.U.]， Lmax = 5[mm] ， T yニ1.0，
TD = 90[%] 








た，図 1-図3は表 1中のデータ 1に対する抽出結果をボリ
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Fig. 1 Correct bronchial region of Case 1 
Fig. 2 Extraction result by the proposed method of Case 1 
(TP: gray and FP: black) 
Fig. 3 Extraction result by the previous method [2] of Case 1 
Fig. 4 Correct bronchial region of Case 4 
Fig.5 Ex仕actionresult by the proposed method of Case 1 
(TP: gray and FP: black) 
Fig. 6 Extraction result by the previous method [2] of Case 1 
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